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LiveTree : Realistic tree growth simulation tool
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Figure 1: (a) ‘LiveTree’ tool screenshots, (b) three different tree growth models according to the growth processes: allometric growth at the
left without considering the scaling attribute; isometric growth at the middle; our proposed allometric growth at the right, and (c) first a few
magnified results of isometric(dark blue) & ours(dark brown) growth models in (b).

1 Introduction

Natural 3D tree modeling and growth simulation as realistic as pos-
sible have been an important goal in a variety of areas such as com-
puter vision and graphics. Hence, the creation of realistic looking
3D tree growth models is one of the most complicated and challeng-
ing tasks because of its inherent geometric complexity. As a con-
sequence, computer representations of tree growth processes need
considerable efforts to achieve high level of realism. Moreover,
when describing the growth processes for a given whole tree model
in most of commercial tools, only the scaling factor of overall tree
size is considered so that the tree growth simulation has a limitation
of having a simple isometric growth, that is the tree’s shape is con-
sistent through the entire growth processes. In reality, meanwhile,
every parts of a tree grow at relative rates.

In this note, we present a novel, easy-to-generate solution that is ca-
pable of creating realistic-looking 3D tree models and growth pro-
cesses from one given tree image. We are not only able to create a
variety of similar models sharing the main trunk extracted from the
given tree image through digital image matting [Levin et al. 2008]
and skeleton-based abstraction [Bai and Liu 2007] of branches, but
also generate all ages of young trees from the constructed mature
tree by incorporating geodesic kernel [Kim et al. 2007] into a tree-
growing mechanism, in order to preserve topologically stable paths
for the visible branches’ manifold, under pre-defined assumptions:
(a) the new branch is the farthest away from a tree root on the
branches’ structure(i.e., branching orders); (b) branch which is thin-
ner than others around the branch is more likely to be a branch of
recent growth(i.e., branch thicknesses); (c) the global shape of tree
is preserved through the entire growth processes(i.e., tree sizes).

2 Our approach

Once the visible branches consisting of the trunk with twigs have
been extracted from the digital image matting procedure, we next
build a tree and its allometric growth models about the given visible
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branches. We construct the tree skeleton as plausible as possible.
However, for a complex tree branch consisting of lots of deforma-
tions and noise lead to redundant or shorten skeleton branches. To
overcome such an instability, we employ a skeleton pruning method
proposed by [Bai and Liu 2007]. The main idea of the current skele-
ton pruning method is to perform a topology preserving skeleton
pruning based on a contour partition into curve segments, which
makes it possible to extract the exact skeleton with the global topol-
ogy. After getting the tree branch skeleton, we convert the skeleton
into an undirected acyclic graph. Then, with the graph, we define a
measurement of the i node’s age T (i) which is in inverse propor-
tion to the growth order, and a scaling control value of the whole
tree size M(j), based on the addressed assumptions as following:

T (i ̸= r) = wp∥ϕ(xi)− ϕ(xr)∥−2 + EDT (xi)

= wp(Kii − 2Kir +Krr)
−1 + EDT (xi),

M(j ̸= r) ∝ T (j), s.t. 0 < M(·) ≤ 1,

j is an index of the latest branching node,

where we consider a nonlinear transform ϕ(xt) and kernel K as a
geodesic kernel matrix. xr is a tree root node and wp is a weight
value. We employ a euclidean distance transform, EDT (xi), as a
thickness measurement. As shown in Fig.1, our system is able to
generate complex and realistic-looking tree growth models having
distinct branching structures and sizes, but preserving their approx-
imate shape through the entire growth processes, in a short time.
Our system also provides flexible user control for editing the out-
put tree model by means of sketching(e.g., adding and deleting)
branches on the intermediate result, alpha matte.
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